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THE first words which I have the honour to address to you at thisJL twenty-sixth Congress of The Royal Sanitary Institute, must be to
congratulate you on the selection of Belfast as your meeting place ; and I
congratulate you with greater cordiality because I am an Ulster man, and
a member of a family which, during the past century, has been intimately
connected with this city, especially during the earlier stages of its growth
and of its industrial development.
This city, as you know, is the largest in Treland ; it is also the com-
mercial centre and metropolis of the most prosperous part of this island.
On the present occasion, however, we are concerned more with the efficiency
of its sanitary administration than with either its magnitude or its
importance. In fact I venture to think that our claim to the privilege of
being chosen as the meeting place for a great Congress of this character,
should rest upon the forward position this city has taken up on the path of
sanitary progress.
Here you will find a prosperous community, with very few signs in their
midst of extreme or wide-spread poverty. Unemployment, or insufliciency
of employment, seldom threatens to become a serious social pr oblem. In
fact, if a low rate of pauperism may be accepted as a sufficient index of
prosperity, we may consider ourselves as exceptionally fortunate ; recent
Local Government Board statistics have shown that Belfast has almost, if
not quite, the lowest rate of pauperism amongst all the urban districts of
the United Kingdom.
We claim, however, to be looked on not only as a progressive city
generally, but as a city more especially progressive in the direction of
sanitary impr ovement. ’ ,
We have been fortunate enough for many y ears past to be governed
by municipal authorities distinguished by their energy, their ability and
their public spirit. Some evidence of their labours is to be seen in a large
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and efficient system of city drainage (now approaching completion) ; in
the acquisition of a plentiful supply of the purest water, from a remote
range of mountaius, to meet the requirements of a rapidly increasing
population ; in the erection of a splendid fever hospital; above all, in the
demolition of numerous insanitary houses, and in the sweeping away of
large areas of dark and narrow streets and alleys.
Moreover, an additional improvement scheme for the clearing and
replanning of an extensive insanitary area has been sanctioned, and, at
the present moment, is in the early stages of execution. This scheme
provides for the taking up of 162 acres of land, and for the demolition of
1,075 dwelling-houses and three school-houses.
Mulch, however, still remains to be done on these lines. The Sanitary
Committee of the Council, in addition to what may perhaps be called their
routine duties, will no doubt be fully occupied, for many years to come,
with the promotion of further schemes of housing reform. Some of us,
in fact, are sanguine enough to anticipate that in the course of the next
few years every subsisting insanitary house will be demolished, and every
subsisting insanitary area clean swept and replanned.
It is certainly most satisfactory to note that, following the sanitary
reforms to which I have just referred, there has been during the last few
years a corresponding decline in the mortality rate. Not only has the
total death-rate fallen steadily year by year, but the death-rates from
tuberculosis, and from each one of the principal infectious or zymotic
diseases, have at the same time been substantially diminished. -
The City Council are now enabled to assert with confidence that their
past expenditure on sanitary improvement has been amply justified by
results. Encouraged and stimulated by the victories already won, they
will no doubt press forward with renewed zeal and devotion to further
sanitary conquests.
With these few remarks I turn from this city to consider some aspects
of sanitary administration of more general application, and possibly of
somewhat wider significance.
May I say, in the first place, that this address is intended to deal more
especially with schemes of sanitary reform which should be carried out in
future years; but in order to understand and appreciate the state of
affairs in existence at the present time, it will be necessary to take a
momentary glance at the sanitary condition of our cities and towns some
sixty or seventy years ago.
The picture of those times is by no means a pleasant object for us to
contemplate, and we shall be glad, I feel sure, to devote as short a time as
possible to its consideration.
Historians inform us that the words &dquo;defective&dquo; and &dquo;inefficient&dquo; are
8carcely&dquo;applicable to the sanitary system of the first half of the nineteenth
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century; to all intents and purposes no sanitary system at all was then in
existence. Excessive overcrowding in the cities and towns was almost
universal, and was absolutely unchecked and uncontrolled. There was no
drainage system of any practical value. No steps had been taken by the
great majority of the municipal authorities to provide a water supply of
any sort or kind. Under these circumstances it is not difficult to realise
the truly deplorable condition of the unhappy working men and their
families. The home of many thousands, nothing better than a stifling
attic or cellar, their outside surroundings a few filthy reeking alleys and a
few stagnant cesspools; no water available (at all events no water with
the least pretensions to purity or freshness) foul air all around, foul and
polluted water. Is it to be wondered at that fever and cholera and
consumption prevailed on all sides ‘? that their victims were to be counted
by tens and even by hundreds of thousands ? that the death-rate was often
as high as 50 or 60 per thousand tat the army of the Destroyer marched
to and fro unopposed and triumphant through the slums of every city and
town ’? At last, however, as we all know, new and accurate knowledge was
acquired as to the nature and cause of certain diseases; the sanitary
conscience of men in authority was awakened; the health of the people
began, for the first time, to be deemed a subject worthy of serious con-
sideration. The darkness gradually passed away, and the light of social
and sanitary reform commenced to break forth over the length and breadth
of the land.
During the past fifty or sixty years the labours of local authorities have
been almost entirely employed in applying a remedy to the more glaring
and dangerous of the sanitary evils which I have just mentioned, by the
provision of purer air, purer water and better housing accommodation for
the workers and their families. Filthy cesspools have been abolished;
indiscriminate flow of sewage into the streams and rivers is no longer
permitted; a scientific system of drainage has been established, comprising
many great feats of engineering skill and ingenuity.
Every municipal authority worthy of the trust committed to its charge
has exerted itself by constructing an efficient system of drainage, by the
clearing away of insanitary dwelling houses, by the prompt removal of dirt
from the streets and refuse from the houses, to purify the air which its
people are breathing. Every municipal authority worthy of its position
has provided an ample supply of the purest water which it could obtain
from the purest possible sources.
A vast amount of human energy and many millions of pounds sterling
have been expended on these objects. A really great and good work has
been accomplished. A marvellous improvement has undoubtedly been
effected in the health and in the physical and moral welfare of the
community. Vital statistics afford ample proof of the reality and the
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extent of this improvement. The general death-rate of the United
Kingdom has fallen more than 50 per cent. in half a century, it has fallen
30 per cent. in the past 25 years; the mortality from every kind of
infectious disease has decreased enormously, and is still rapidly decreasing.
Typhus fever, which devastated the country in past centuries, is now
practically unknown in every district where the sanitary laws are properly
administered. In fact, this disease seems invariably to be associated with
some gross and flagrant neglect of sanitary administration.
It is with feelings of the deepest gratification, almost with feelings of
pride, that we call to mind the successful battle which has been fought
against this terrible typhus plague; here, at least, we may claim a
decisive and almost a complete victory.
These are facts which speak with no uncertain voice; they pronounce
not only that successful improvements have been accomplished, and that
substantial progress has been recorded, but they assert that the improve-
ment has been extensive and the progress rapid. But although we have
good reason to congratulate each other on the fruitful labours of the past,
we must not forget that there is still ample scope for further sanitary
reforms in every town and in every rural district of the United Kingdom.
Everyone who has given a careful attention to these matters must admit
that we have still a long journey to make before we can arrive even
within measurable distance of the goal we are striving to attain.
In the larger cities public opinion is more enlightened, resources are
more abundant, administrative machinery is more complete; here we -
expect to find a record of progress, and here we are seldom altogether
disappointed.
It is the condition and the prospects of many of our smaller towns and
villages which cause especial anxiety and demand the most serious atten-
tion of the sanitary reformer.
The influence of public opinion should be freely exercised on these
backward communities, and strenuous efforts should be made to bring to
their rulers a proper sense of duty and responsibility. No mercy should
be shown to a local authority which neglects to provide for its people at
least the elementary requirements of health, pure air and pure water.
It would be quite impossible to pronounce too severe a condemnation
on a public body which deliberately refuses to discharge its plainest and
most clearly defined obligations.
In carrying out these reforms during the past half century, it is well
known and fully recognised that The Royal Sanitary Institute has occu-
pied a most prominent position. The Council of the Institute may be
truly described as the &dquo; guides, philosophers, and friends &dquo; of the sanitary
reformer. By lectures, by instruction, by the dissemination of literature,
by the ’organisation of Congresses and Conferences they have un-
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doubtedly exercised in this country a most powerful influence upon public
opinion. By teaching and by holding of examinations, they have enabled
local authorities to obtain the services of competent sanitary inspectors,
properly trained for the various duties which they are called upon to fulfil.
The Royal Sanitary Institute has undoubtedly every claim to be
described as a Society which is continually occupied in rendering the
most valuable of all possible services to the country and to the Empire.
Our medical officers are now in possession of scientific knowledge suffi-
cient for the prevention of diseases caused by insanitary conditions of life.
We cannot afford to wait for new scientific discoveries. We know
exactly what should be done. The plan of campaign is complete and
ready, the weapons are in our hands ; our duty is simply to take action
with promptitude and with diligence.
Three-fourths of the inhabitants of these islands are at the present
moment resident in the towns. The health and the strength of our towns-
men is the health and the strength of the nation. Is it then to be
wondered at, that the eyes of every social reformer are turned towards
the cities, and towards the men who govern the cities ? If the health and
strength of the nation is to be permanently improved, it is the town and
city councillors and their health officers who will effect this improvement.
It is true that new legislation is asked for in more than one direction,
and certain new statutes are often demanded and should undoubtedly be
enacted without delay, especially for the purpose of extending the powers,
and enlarging the jurisdiction of local authorities; but it is not so much
to the passing of new laws that we look for sanitary progress : we look
rather to strenuous and persistent administration of the laws already in
the Statute Book.
We must rely not so much on Parliament as on our local governing
bodies. Our administrators are the prominent and the responsible public
men of the day-they have already achieved a great work-they will
doubtless accomplish even greater things in the years which are before us.
Before concluding these general remarks on sanitary administration, I
should like to make a short reference to the question of vital statistics.
It has been well said that vital statistics are the foundation of all
sanitary administration. The sanitary authority cannot be expected to
take adequate steps for the prevention of future disease, unless it is
supplied with full and accurate information with regard to diseases already
in existence.
Statistics of mortality are consequently of especial importance when
deaths are the result of unnotified diseases, such as tuberculosis, diarrhoea,
or bronchitis. Whenever death occurs from an unnotified disease, full
particulars should at once be furnished to the sanitary committee; they
should be informed without delay as to the age, sex, residence, and
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occupation of the deceased person, and also as to the character of the
disease from which he or she has suffered.
I am informed that in Great Britain the registrars are under statutory
obligations to supply information of this character to the sanitary authori-
ties, whereas there is no such provision in the Irish Registration Acts.
Special attention was called to this serious deficiency in the machinery of
Irish sanitary administration by the Commission which enquired into the
health of this city a few years ago. It is much to be regretted that the
Local Government Board has neglected to act upon this recommendation
of their own Commission.
Here, in Belfast, the City Council have recently obtained these neces-
sary powers by special legislation, but no steps have yet been taken to
enable our sanitary committees in other parts of Ireland to obtain this
much needed information from the local registrars.
Every registrar, when he receives notification of a death, should at
once transmit all the particulars concerning such death to the health
committee or to their medical ofbcer. This is all that is asked for at the
present moment.
I venture, however, to express an opinion that vital statistics might,
with great public advantage, include information as to health and as to
growth, as well as information as to disease and death.
Systematic medical inspection of school children, in addition to its
other merits and advantages, will no doubt result in the acquisition of
much useful knowledge with regard to the health and the physical_
development of the younger members of the community.
A medical inspection of all lads between 18 and 19 years of age would,
however, in all probability prove to be at least equally valuable. Statistics
based on such inspections would enable us for the first time to come to an
accurate conclusion with regard to the bodily growth, and with regard to
the physical well being of the whole of our male population at the age when
they are just entering upon manhood. As we know, such inspections
are made by almost every civilised nation in the world, as a necessary
preliminary to military training. Whatever may be our views on the
purely military aspect of this question, no one can well ignore the advan-
tages which accrue to a nation from a systematic medical inspection of this
character.
Passing from this brief review of some of the general principles
involved in sanitary reform and in sanitary administration, I now come to
the part of my address which attempts to deal with the measures which
should be taken for the prevention of disease. I propose, however, as the
time at our disposal this evening has its limits, to restrict my remarks to
one particular form of disease.
You will not be surprised to hear that the disease which I have selected,
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and to which I now invite your attention, is Consumption, or to use the
more accurate technical definition-Tuberculosis.
Taking into account the prevalence of this most distressing malady
in every part of the United Kingdom, I feel no apology is necessary
on my part for bringing this particular subject before you for a brief
consideration.
In Ireland, more especially, is it important to investigate the causes of
this terrible scourge of our population. In Ireland, more especially, should
we give the most careful and anxious attention to the various schemes
which are proposed for its prevention, or for its mitigation.
Few diseases cause more sorrow or more miser3-, none create more
sympathy for the sufferer and the sufferer’s family and relatives. Pain and
distress it invariably produces, and these are too often aggravated by the
advent ~of a fresh increase of poverty ; the sick person will no longer be
able to earn wages, and the cost of his maintenance will become an addi-
tional charge on the family income.
As we know, the young are peculiarly liable to contract the diseases,
and every one of us must realise what a sad and distressing thing it is
that such numbers of our young people should be thus stricken down on
the very threshold of life. Statistics of mortality inform us that in the
United Kingdom from 60,000 to 70,000 deaths every year are caused by
tuberculous disease, and that of these at least 12,000 are the deaths of
children.
With regard to the number of persons suffering from consumption,
until notification is universal and systematic, no accurate figures will be
obtainable; it is quite evident, however, from the facts and figures at our
disposal, that the number of sufferers at the present moment in the
United Kingdom must amount to several hundred thousand persons,
probably well over half a million.
The loss to the country industrially by the diminution in its wealth-
producing capacity, owing to the prevalence of this disease amongst the
working classes, is very heavy indeed. This loss has been recently
estimated at no less a sum than £39,000,000 per annum.
Before I mention the character of some of the measures which are
being taken for the prevention of consumption, I must commence with a
few words about the nature and the cause of the disease.
The disease, as we all know, is produced by the entrance into the
human body of minute organisms or bacilli which contain within them-
selves the power, under favourable conditions, of extensive and rapid
multiplication. If the defensive forces within the human body are unable
to cope with these bacilli, they will effect a lodgment in some part or
other of that body and commence their work of destruction. Any
prolonged discussion of such technical and scientific matters would be
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quite outside the scope of this address, my only object in referrin~ to
them at all is to lead up to a statement which I now venture to make,
viz., that what we must principally guard against in the first instance is
the invasion of human bodies by very large iizt?nbe2-s of these bacilli.
Scientific men who have made a special study of those matters are, I
believe, unanimous in declaring that the vital forces of a healthy person are
well able to overcome and defeat the onslaught of comparatively small
numbers of this enemy, but that these vital forces are liable to be defeated
by more powerful invasions.
If then you accept this view of the situation as correct, you will see
that in order to guard against consumption we should concentrate our
efforts on two great objects. First, improve the general health and
strength of our people in order that their bodily forces may be strong
enough to resist weak attacks, and secondly we must take whatever steps
may be necessary to prevent invasions by overwhelming numbers of bacilli.
This being so, the next question which arises is from what sources are
we to expect these overwhelming attacks ?
The information which I have collected from the best authorities
enables me to give a confident answer to this question.
There are two sources of infection, and only two. One source is a
person who has already contractecl the disease, and the other source is the
tuberculous cow.
I ask you to consider first the human source of infection.
In order to protect the public against this danger, it is most important 
-
that notification should be universal and systematic.
As tuberculosis is now recognised as an infectious disease, it should be
controlled entirely by the local sanitary authority. The poor law guardian
should consequently be relieved of the responsibility of carping for the con-
sumptive poor.
When we begin to consider the best method of fighting the disease,
we cannot fail to recognise the fact that the tuberculosis problem is botli
large and complicated. Schemes of relief and prevention must therefore
be most carefully organised, and their various factors skilfully co-ordinated.
Local authorities, who intenci to make a really strenuous effort to
eradicate consumption, will naturally endeavour to find a locality in which
an anti-tuberculosis scheme has been worked for many years, and worked
with success; if so, I am convinced that they will find what they are
searching for in the City of i diuburbh ; they may well take the Edinburgh
system as a model for their guidance.
No doubt most of you are well acquainted with this system, and with
the marvellous results which have followed its institution. Perhaps,
however, I may be permitted to remind you of one or two of its principal
features .
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The more important agencies in the Edinburgh system are three in
number: first, the tuberculosis dispensary (or clinic) as the base of
operations, and the directing centre for the home treatment of patients ;
secondly, the isolation hospital for advanced cases ; and, thirdly, the
sanatorium for early cases.
Some people, apparently, are disposed to look on the dispensary as an
alternative to the sanatorium; or to regard the dispensary and the
sanatorium as two rival institutions. A careful study of the Edinburgh
system will prove that any such views of the situation are entirely
erroneous. These two institutions are essential parts of a well-organised
system, and to each of them is allotted its appropriate functions. The
dispensary receives the patients, follows them to their homes, and selects
from their number those who are in a suitable condition to be sent either
to the sanatorium or to the hospital..
Abundant evidence can he adduced as to tl~e curative value of sanatoria
when the disease is in its earlier stages : but it should be remembered
that probably less than one-fiFth of the tntal number of consumptives
are in the cnralile stage nf the malady. Moreover, in all probability
not more than one-half of these curable cases could with advantage be
relegated to a sanatorium. In a city where there are 5,000 consumptive
persons, perhaps 500 or ~00 might be restored to health by sanatorium
treatment : possibly another 500 or fi()0 of advanced cases might be
maintained in consumptive hospitals. If so, something like 4,000 sufferers
out of the 5,000 would still remain in their homes.
To use the words of Dr. Philip, the founder of the Edinburgh system :
11 on the solution of the tuberculosis problem, a plan of supervised
home relief must play a chief part : such relief must be well organised,
and must be based on an accurate knowledge of the facts.’° .
The Edinburgh system is therefore designed principally for the pur-
pose of treating patients in their own homes; it deals directly with the
principal source of infection, and with the environment which propagates
the infection-it strikers at the very root of the evil with which we are
contending.
The procedure to be adopted in order to attain these objects is
aenerallyof a simple character, and should be carried out under the control
and direction of the medical officer of health.
As soon as a case has been noti6ed, the dispensary committee should at
once send a trained nurse to visit the house. The exact condition of the
interior of the house should be noted, more especially absence of cleanli-
ness, defects in ventilation, and overcrowding. The sanitary authority
should then be informed as to the exact nature of any defects which may
have been found to exist. If the patient is to remain at home, special
pains should be taken to ensure that in future he will be properly cared
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for, and that he will be supplied with suitable food. It will also be the
duty of the nurse to aid, by advice and instruction, the person suffering,
and those who live with him, in order that the patient may secure the
best chance of recovery, and in order that those who associate with him
may have the greatest possible amount of protection aoainst the danger of
contracting the disease.
The next step should be for one of the medical officers attached to the
dispensary, to make a careful inspection of all persons residing in the same
house as the sufferer, in order to ascertain whether any of them have also
become infected. Such a medical inspection will undoubtedly produce
most valuable results, for the existence of previously unsuspected
tubercular diseases will, in this manner, be often discovered.
Moreover these newly discovered diseases will, generally, be in an
early stage of development, and will consequently be amenable to curative
treatment. This part of the procedure is aptly designated by Dr. Philip,
as 
&dquo; The march past of the contact.&dquo;
If the circumstances of the family are such that over-crowding cannot
be prevented, or that sufficient food is unobtainable, the patient should be
removed, either to the sanatorium, or to the isolation hospital. In either
of these institutions, he will of course be properly cared for, and while he
remains an inmate, he will cease to be a source of infection to his family,
and his neighbours.
One great difficulty which stands in the way of any large extension of
sanatorium or hospital treatment, is the reluctance which so often exists-
on the part of the sufferer, and on the part of his relations, to consent to
his removal from home ; this reluctance, arising from family affection, is
only what we should expect, and what we should all feel under similar
circumstances. We cannot help sympathising deeply with a family who
desire to keep in their home a sick and suffering member. It must, how-
ever, be remembered that in the case of other infectious diseases, relatives
are compelled to submit to the removal of the patient. Moreover, how-
ever much we may sympathise with people’s feelings, we should be careful
not to permit such sympathy to impede the discharge of a public duty, or
to endanger the health of the community.
Possibly some scheme for the isolation of consuptive patients might
be devised, which would meet to a certain extent the objections to
removing a patient to a distant sanatorium or hospital.
Would it not be possible for a sanitary authority in a large city to
lease or to purchase a few houses ? and to fit them out as homes for con-
sumptives-one house to be situated in each of the city districts. Such
isolation houses, or homes, could no doubt be furnished and maintained at a
very much lower rate of expenditure than is customary in modern sana-
maria- The principal advantage, however, of such a system of isolation
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would be that the friends and relations would be living within a short
distance of their patient, and would be able to visit him with little diffi-
culty whenever they might wish to do so.
It is well known, too, that pavilions or wards in fever hospitals are
often vacant and could be utilised with advantage for cousumptivev
patients. If this plan should be adopted there need be no fear of the
consumptive contracting thereby another infectious disease, for it has
been conclusively proved, by experience at Brighton and elsewhere, that
the danger of such infection is practically non-existent so long as the
hospital administration is reasonably efficient.
Should further accommodation be required for consumptive patients
temporary buildings might be erected on a suitable site within the fever
hospital grounds.
By some sucl methods as these good results would probably be attained
for a small expenditure of money. Municipal authorities will, no doubt,
carefully consider alternative schemes of this character before they decide
to erect large and expensive sanatoria and hospitals.
I now come to the second great source of infection, the tuberculous
cow, and consequently I invite your attention to the most important ques-
tion of the milk supply for our cities and towns. .
The importance of milk, especially as the principal diet of young
children, is fully recognised by everyone. Really good milk should be
within the reach of every householder; the supply should therefore be
ample in quantity, rich in quality, carefully protected from every kind of
impurity and procurable at a price not greater than the cost of production.
Every sort of milk adulteration should he severely dealt with, as it has
been conclusively proved that the feeding of children with poor or adul-
terated milk produces weak bodies and weak brains. If we permit poor,
adulterated milk tu be used as a diet for the young children in our cities,
we are doing our best to provide the largest possible number of new recruits
for the great army of wasters and unemployables. We shall be actually
contributing to the increase of a body of men, whose large numbers at the
present moment are a just cause of the gravest anxiety.
Above all, adequate precautions should be taken to prevent the
possibility of any part of our milk supply from becoming contaminated with
the germs of disease.
The point which we have to decide is whether such precautions are
being taken, in a word, whether our milk is safe or whether it is unsafe.
I am afraid I must inform you as an absolute and undisputed fact that
at the present moment a large number of diseased cows are regular
contributors to our milk supplies. Many of them are obviously and
clinically tuberculous, and some of them are actually suffering from
tuberculous udders. These cows, day after day, week after week, con-
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tinue to give out millions of the tubercle bacilli, and their poisonous milk
after being mixed with the supply from healthy cows, is openly sold in the
streets of many of our cities and towns.
This is no doubt a startling and alarming statement, but I am con-
vinced that everyone who has studied the matter will admit its truth.
Surely the general public must be ignorant of the existence of such
a terrible danger in their midst. As soon as they realize it, they will
certainly insist that adequate protective measures be taken by their local
authorities.
Perhaps someone will ask what sort of protective measures should be
tal;en ; if so, my reply would be, that tlie first elementary precautions are
embodied in what is known as the Dairies, C’owsheds, and .Milkshops
Orders, and the Tuberculosis Prevention Orders of the Local Government
Iioards, that the first duty of a sanitary autlority is to adopt these order,
and that their next duty is to enforce each one of their provisions with the
utmost zeal and energy.
In one of these orders, powers are given to the local authority to make
regulations for the inspection, of cattle in dairies-tliis power should be
be made use of to the fullest possible extent. The inspections should be
made periodically and frequently by a qualified veterinary surgeon ; every
cow discovered to he diseased should at once be removed from the cowshed,
and the necessary steps taken to prevent its milk from either being sold or
consumed as human food.
It is a most surprising and a most regrettable fact that no less than _
145 local authorities in Great Britain and 92 District Councils in Ireland
have, up to the present time, refused to adopt the Dairies and Cowsheds
Order. I think we must all admit that this refusal tu safeguard their milk
supplies is a very serious matter for the people who are governed by these
defaulting councils.
As I have just said, the adoption and the stringent eufurcement of the
orders is the first protective measure to be taken up: but I venture to
submit that the adoption of the Orders, necessary though it be, as a pre-
liminary step, is alone quite insufficient for the purpose of giving adequate
protection to the milk-consuming public. 
z
For instance, the Orders give no general power to a municipal authority
to control the sources of milk supply outside its own boundaries-this is
a matter of really vital importance, because it is well-known that the
great majority of tuberculous cows are kept in the country districts out-
side the city boundaries.
It is essential for safety, that city authorities shoulcl obtain complete
control of the whole of their milk supply. They must be enabled to care-
.fully supervise their milk at every stage, while it is passing from thc
producer to the consnmer-above· all they must have an absolutely free
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hand in dealing with the cow as the source of their supply. It is decidedly
humiliating for us to be reminded of the fact that in the matter of con-
trolling our milk supplies, we are undoubtedly far behind other civilised
counties, such as Denmark and Holland. In these countries clinically
tuberculous cows are promptly discovered and immediately slaughtered.
Having discussed a few of the more important points which arise iu
connection with the two principal sources of tuberculous infection, I shall
now invite your attention to some of the conditions of living, which will
strengthen the human body to resist successfully the minor attacks of
tubercle bacilli.
I think you will agree with me, when I say that the first thing the
body requires, in addition to pure air and pure water, is a sufficient supply
of nourishing food.
I do not know the customary diet of the working classes in England,
but here in Ireland it is well known that the principal diet of thousands
of the labourers’ families consists of white bread and stewed or boiled tea.
Would not an enormous improvement be effected in the health and
strength of these people if they could only be induced to consume whole-
meal bread, (if possible, home-made) good cheese, and oatmeal porridge ’{
Also, a plentiful supply of cow’s milk, goat’s milk; and butter milk should
take the place of the stewed tea, especially as a diet for growing boys and
girls. I hope that the whole question of suitable diet for the working 
,
classes, and especially for the young, will be most carefully considered
by this Congress.
There can be no doubt, however, that one of the most important
factors in healthy living is the house, and the manner in which the house
is kept and maintained.
The recent decrease of mortality in England may to a large extent be
attributed to the substantial progress which has there been made in
housing ref orm.
The extent of this progress is clearly shown by a study of tlie figures
collected at the two censuses of 1891 and 1901. These figures refer only
to overcrowding, but I think it will be admitted that they give us a fairly
accurate indication of the general improvement which was effected during
those ten years in the housing of the working classes in England. What,
are these figur es ? They are briefly as follows: taking the urban popu-
lation only, we find that in 1891 there were 340,000 more persons living
under overcrowded conditions than in 1901; in other words, during these
ten years a decrease of fully 25 per cent. in the number of overcrowded
persons was recorded.
Taking the whole population (town and country) the percentage of
decrease was very much the same as that in the towns; the total decrease
in the numbers living in overcrowded tenements in England amounted to
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nearly 600,000 persons. We must all hope that this year’s census will
record during the past ten years a still larger measure of improvement in
the condition of worhmen’s houses.
Here in Ireland the mortality from consumption is, unfortunately, still
very large, though I am glad to say that the last few years have shewn
distinct signs of diminution. We have no means of estimating with any
degree of accuracy the various causes of our failure to procure a more rapid
advance in this direction, but it may be confidently asserted that what
Ireland really requires is a general uplifting of her standards of sanitation
and nourishment.
If this terrible disease is ever to be really defeated, the sanitary
authorities, especially in the towns, must be aroused to a proper sense of
their responsibilities, and the whole population must be brought to realise
that the only way of safety is to practice scrupulous cleanliness, to keep
the air inside the house fresh and pure, and to supply themselves with the
most nourishing food which the money at their disposal will enable them
to purchase.
I believe that it will be admitted by everyone who has studied this
subject that inadequate nourishment of the working classes, at all events
in this part of Ireland, is not mainly due to insufficient wages. In the
great majority of cases they are well able to provide themselves with
better food; no doubt they would so provide themselves if they understood
the relative merits of the various foods at their disposal, and if they
recognised the importance of securing the greatest possible amount of -
nourishment for the smallest possible expenditure of money.
Here we should certainly pay a most cordial tribute of commendation
to the Women’s National Health Associat.ion of Ireland, which, under the
presidency of the Countess of Aberdeen, is undoubtedly performing a most
excellent and valuable work, in educating the people both in town and
country on all these important matters. I feel certain that the recent
decrease in the number of deaths from consumption in Ireland must be a
source of intense gratification to Her Excellency. One thousand lives
have been saved during the past two years, and an immense amount of
misery and suffering has been averted. A large proportion of these lives
have undoubtedly been saved by the agency of the anti-tuberculosis
campaign which Her Excellency has conducted with such remarkable
skill and with such unqualified success. We ask Her Excellency to
accept our most hearty congratulations, and uur best wishes for the future
prosperity of her National Health Association.
I have already referred to the substantial decrease in consumption
which has been effected in the city of Belfast during recent years. This
decrease must necessarily be the result of a general improvement in
sanitation, especially of an improvement in the condition of the houses.
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It is to be hoped that in these matters every other town and city in
Ireland will hasten to follow our example.
When, however, we are considering the beneficial effects of well
designed houses, we must remember that the best of houses will not
couduce to health unles the interior is properly maintained and frequently
cleansed.
Some of you may have heard of a certain French monarch who
enquired of a celebrated sanitary reformer as to the state of one of lus
large cities, tlie reply was, &dquo; Sire, it is very fair without, but it is very
foul within.&dquo; I am afraid that this somewhat severe censure is more or
less applicable to the condition of very many of our dwelling houses.
The difficulty is to discover an effective remedy for this great evil.
I suppose we may presume that it is impossible to use compulsion on
occupants in order to make them keep their houses sufficiently clean and
well-ventilated.
If then coercion is impracticable, and advice is unheeded or ignored-
what are we to do ?
I can only venture to suggest one method by which the sanitary
conscience of the mass of our people may eventually be awakened, and by
which they may be brought to realise the vital importance of cleanliness,
pure air, and sunlight.
The method I refer to is the proper training of children in the
principles of hygiene and sanitation.
. 
It should never be forgotten that the habits of grown-up people are.
fixed, and that no amount of advice or instruction will sufiice to make any
great change in those habits. Children, on the other hand, are easily
influenced by suitable training and teaching; moreover, we have a
magnificent opportunity for the carrying out of such training. Practically
all the children in the country have been already captured, and enclosed
in the elementary schools for several hours each day of the week. There
they are, waiting to be instructed in the matters which influence the
health and the growth of their bodies; waiting to be told about the
things which lead down to disease and to death, as well as about
the things which lead up to health and strength.
Let us, then, do everything we can to supply the children with suitable
instruction in these matters. Let us inform them not only how disease
may be successfully avoided, but also how their bodies may be built up
and fortified for the battle of life.
Very solon these children of ours will become men and women; let us
see that they will, then, be sound in body, physically competent to support
themselves by honest labour, and able to fulfil the duties of industrious
and patriotic citizens.
It must also be most important for the children’s health that the school-
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rooms should be thoroughly clean, thoroughly ventilated, sufficiently
warmed, and suitably lighted. No overcrowding should ever be permitted.
The air should always be pure and fresh. Every available ray of precious
and invigorating sunlight should be permitted to enter.
We must all admit that these are the first essential conditions neces-
sary for the children’s health. I venture, however, to express a conviction
that the design and the care of the schoolroom should accomplish another
valuable result, in addition to securing the health of the children who
occupy it: it should always be looked on as an elevating model of what
a room should be: it should be treated as an object lesson in perfect
sanitation to every pupil attending the school. You may be certain that
these rooms in which they spend so many hours will become object lessons
firmly fixed in their young minds, whatever may be your views or your
intentions with regard to them.
If the schoolroom is always scrupulously clean, the air pure, and the
whole aspect bright and cheerful, is it not practically certain that the
majority of the children will appreciate such advantages ? that they will
contrast in their minds the condition of the schoolroom with the condition
of their rooms at home ’? And when they cease to be children and
become householders, they will show by their actions that they have learnt
at school at least one valuable lesson: the lesson of order and cleanliness.
You may be successful in cleaning every street, every alley, and every
backyard, you may construct the best of model dwelling-houses, but if the
interior of these houses is foul and filthy, a large part of your labour will -
be altogether wasted.
The only hope of securing a remedy must surely rest on suitable
hygienic training of the children, and on the provision and careful main-
tenance of well designed, well constructed, school houses.
May I say, in conclusion, that we are aiming at something of greater
consequence even than the prevention of disease, or than the prolongation
of life-we are striving to rear up a strong and a healthy generation of
men and women-we are striving to make our nation prosperous in peace
as well as powerful in war.
We know not what the future may bring forth, we know not what
emergencies or what dangers we may be destined as a nation to encounter;
if times of trial and of danger should come, may we be ready and able to
meet them. Now is the time for preparation-now is the time to increase
our strength. Let us then press on our sanitary reforms with renewed
ardour, with the most persistent resolution, with ever-increasing enthu-
siasm ;-our highest ambition to have contributed something-be it great
or small-to the safety and the strength of our country, and to the lasting
welfare of her people.
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